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Abstract 10 
The sedimentary record is our principal archive of mass transfer across the Earth’s surface in 11 
response to tectonic and climatic changes in the geologic past. The thermochronology of 12 
individual sediment grains (detrital thermochronology) has emerged as a critical tool to infer 13 
erosion rates and track mountain belt evolution. Such inferences are reliant upon the 14 
statistical inversion of detrital grain ages to unbiasdly approximate the cooling history of the 15 
source areas from which the sediment originated. However, it is challenging to critique the 16 
reliability and consistency of modelled ages. These arise both from fundamental 17 
measurement uncertainties and the assumptions we employ in inverting the data. For detrital 18 
fission track modelling of young detrital samples, this problem is particularly acute since the 19 
uncertainty on the track counts produces uncertainty in the age estimates. We apply Monte-20 
Carlo modelling to generate synthetic detrital data conditioned on known closure age models, 21 
and then invert the grain data to assess the reliability of different inversion schemes. The 22 
results clearly demonstrate that existing practice can be subject to large uncertainty, to 23 
systematic bias and to non-uniqueness of interpretation. We then show how to map such 24 
regions of systematic bias in the population modelling as a function of the true closure ages, 25 
and how this bias propagates through into the lag-time modelling. Applying the method to 26 
real data from the Siwalik group sediments in western Nepal, we find no evidence for a 27 
 2 
change in the underlying climate or tectonic processes, since the apparent change in lag 28 
coincides with a thresholded change in the resolution of the population modelling. This paper 29 
shows how to map regions of systematic bias in the population modelling as a function of the 30 
true closure ages, and how this bias propagates through into the lag-time modelling and can 31 
be applied retrospectively to existing studies. However, it is equally applicable to other age 32 
inversion schemes such as minimum age modelling. The application of these methods will 33 
enhance current practice and facilitate more robust interpretation of grain ages, in particular 34 
in discriminating between stationary and non-stationary geological and climatic processes. 35 
 36 
1 Introduction 37 
The reconstruction of past erosion rates is critical in determining the evolution of past 38 
sediment fluxes (Allen et al., 2014), the development of active mountain ranges (Jamieson 39 
and Beaumont, 1989) and evolving surface topography (England and Molnar, 1990). Erosion 40 
records the interplay of climate, lithology and tectonics, and so past erosion rates are also 41 
commonly interpreted in terms of these controls. Methodologies for reconstructing erosion 42 
over millions of years are dominated by measurements of sediment volumes and measuring 43 
the cooling history of rocks (thermochronology) where cooling is used as a proxy for 44 
exhumation of rock through erosion (Reiners and Brandon, 2006).  45 
 46 
Bedrock thermochronology analyses the cooling history of a number of crystals from a single 47 
rock sample where all the grains have experienced the same history. In order to reconstruct 48 
the cooling history of a bedrock sample, multiple thermochronometers that record the time of 49 
passage through a range of closure isotherms are required. For regional analyses, multiple 50 
samples have to be collected, ideally from a range of different elevations (e.g. Fitzgerald et 51 
al., 1995); spatial interpolation may then enable regional erosion histories to be 52 
reconstructed (e.g. Vernon et al., 2008). Bedrock thermochronology often misses the early, 53 
now substantially eroded part of the exhumation history. 54 
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 55 
An alternative to regional bedrock sampling, is to analyse the sediment sourced from river 56 
catchments that drain the region over variable timescales; this approach is termed detrital 57 
thermochronology (Garver et al., 1999). In this method, grains originate from erosion of a 58 
source area that covers a broad region where exhumation rates are likely to vary, and hence 59 
the age distributions should record that variability. For sediment samples taken from the 60 
stratigraphic record, the age distributions record exhumation rates averaged over the time 61 
intervals for each grain to pass from its closure depth to the surface; these intervals will be 62 
different for the different populations. This ability to reconstruct ancient exhumation rates of 63 
the upper few kilometres of the crust for different stratigraphic time intervals using a single 64 
technique has increased understanding of the evolution of mountain chains such as the Alps 65 
(Bernet et al., 2009; Glotzbach et al., 2011) and the Himalaya (e.g. van der Beek et al., 66 
2006).    67 
 68 
A widely used thermochronometer is fission-track (FT) analysis of apatite and zircon grains 69 
(e.g., Gallagher et al., 1998; Tagami and O’Sullivan, 2005). In contrast to noble-gas based 70 
methods (e.g. Ar-Ar, (U-Th)/He), FT analysis is relatively insensitive to abrasion of grains 71 
during sediment transport and so is most suited to detrital thermochronology. In the simplest 72 
case, the FT method takes grains of apatite or zircon, measures the density of spontaneous 73 
fission tracks that have damaged the crystal lattice of the grain, and uses independent 74 
information on the amount of uranium in the grain to estimate a duration since the grain 75 
started accumulating tracks (Fleischer et al., 1975; Price and Walker, 1963). The detrital 76 
fission-track (DFT) method is similar to bedrock FT up to the point where individual grain 77 
ages are estimated. Since detrital samples contain grains from multiple bedrock sources that 78 
were exhuming at different rates, we cannot assume that a common pooled age is a useful 79 
measure for characterizing the composite cooling histories recorded in the detrital sample.  80 
 81 
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There are two commonly applied methods used to analyse detrital grain age data. The first 82 
uses population modelling to invert samples with up to ~120 grains sampled from modern 83 
river sediments or the stratigraphic record to find a parsimonious set of population ages that 84 
explain the variance in the observed grain ages (Brandon, 1992; 2002; Galbraith, 1988; 85 
Galbraith and Green, 1990; Galbraith and Laslett, 1993). These populations, especially the 86 
youngest 𝑃!  population, are then interpreted to make inferences about the evolution of 87 
regional erosion rates, as well as sediment provenance and catchment reorganisation (e.g., 88 
Bernet et al., 2001; 2009; Glotzbach et al., 2011; Kirstein et al., 2010). The second method 89 
uses one of several methods to invert for a minimum age consistent with the population of 90 
ages (e.g. Galbraith and Laslett, 1993; Galbraith, 2005).  91 
 92 
This paper considers how the component age populations in detrital fission-track analysis are 93 
estimated, and how they relate to “true” closure ages experienced by the grains. We explore 94 
issues of bias, uniqueness, and uncertainty when identifying component populations within 95 
detrital samples. Monte-Carlo sampling is used to generate synthetic DFT samples where 96 
the underlying closure age distribution is specified and our ability to recover the known 97 
closure age(s) in multiple random samples is tested. In these samples, the only sources of 98 
uncertainty are the probabilistic assignment of closure ages to each grain and Poisson 99 
counting errors on the number of spontaneous tracks. We then apply these methods to 100 
facilitate a more robust reinterpretation of detrital data from the Siwaliks (van der Beek et al., 101 
2006). The power of this computational method comes in the scale of the samples that can 102 
be analysed; we have typically run ~500,000 synthetic detrital samples which takes ~2 days 103 
on a desktop computer. This allows us to critique previous interpretations of data in a 104 
transparent and systematic manner. Specifically, the method quantifies the emergence of 105 
artefacts as the resolution of population modelling degrades. 106 
 107 
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2 Fission Track Theory and Age Models 108 
Fission tracks in crystals, such as apatite and zircon, are the record of lattice damage 109 
generated by the spontaneous decay of 238U or the induced decay of 235U. These tracks 110 
become visible under a microscope when the crystals are mounted, cut, polished and etched 111 
(Fleischer et al., 1975; Price and Walker, 1963). Annealing of the crystals removes fission 112 
tracks at a rate that increases with temperature; above some mineral-specific closure 113 
temperature all tracks are rapidly lost and below that temperature tracks accumulate. In un-114 
reset samples, the spontaneous tracks provide a natural record of how many fission decays 115 
have occurred since cooling below the annealing temperature. In the external detector 116 
method (Gleadow, 1981), irradiation of the crystals induces 235U to produce a set of induced 117 
tracks onto an external mica sheet from which the concentration of 235U in the original crystal 118 
can be estimated. Since the isotopic ratio of 235U/ 238U is known, the induced track data can 119 
then be used to estimate the current concentration of 238U in each crystal.  Hence, 120 
independent knowledge of the amount of radioactive isotopes in a crystal and the 121 
measurement of the number of spontaneous tracks, which have only accumulated since 122 
cooling below the closure temperature, allows us to estimate how long the mineral has been 123 
below its closure temperature. These mineral-specific ages are known as grain ages and are 124 
calculated using the FT age equation (Price and Walker, 1963). When this equation is 125 
calibrated using the zeta method (Hurford and Green, 1983), the age estimate of the 𝑢!! 126 
grain is given by:  127 
  𝜏! = !!!!"# ln 1 + !! 𝜆!!"#𝜁𝜌! !!,!!!,!    (1) 128 
 129 
Where zeta, 𝜁 is an empirically determined analyst-specific constant estimated by dating 130 
samples of known age (Hurford and Green, 1983). Other terms are the U238 decay 131 
rate   𝜆!!"# = 1.55125  ×10!!  Ma!! ,  the track density in the standard glass used to measure 132 
the neutron fluence (𝜌!)  and the ratio of spontaneous to induced track densities (𝜌!,! 𝜌!,!). 133 
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When measured over a fixed area, the density ratio can be estimated from the ratio of the 134 
number of tracks 𝑁!,! 𝑁!,!. 135 
Due to the effect of counting errors on 𝑁!,! and 𝑁!,!, individual grain ages are often subject to 136 
large uncertainties. Hence, the motivation for studying samples composed of many grains is 137 
to enhance the statistical robustness by finding a set of age populations consistent with a 138 
statistically well sampled set of observed grain ages. This problem is more acute for detrital 139 
apatite fission-track analysis than for detrital zircon. The latter system is characterized by a 140 
higher closure temperature and generally higher U-content; thus both 𝑁!,! and 𝑁!,! will tend 141 
to be higher for zircon (e.g., Garver et al., 1999). 142 
2.1 Inverse	  Models	  for	  Fission	  Track	  Ages	  143 
Inverse modelling refers to the numerical process by which information is obtained from a 144 
(detrital) FT sample with the intention of enabling an interpretation to be made regarding the 145 
cooling histories of the grains.  146 
2.1.1 The	  pooled	  age	  147 
Where the Chi-squared test indicates low age dispersion, it can be assumed that all of the 148 
grains have experienced the same temperature history and hence the same true cooling age; 149 
this is commonly the case in bedrock samples. The maximum likelihood solution for the 150 
common pooled age is given by: 151 
 𝜏!""#$% = !!!!"# ln 1 + !! 𝜆!!"#𝜁𝜌! !!,!"!#$!!,!"!#$       (2) 152 
 153 
Where 𝑁!,!"!#$ = 𝑁!,!!!!!  and 𝑁!,!"!#$ = 𝑁!,!!!!!  are the sum of all the spontaneous and 154 
induced tracks measured across all the grains. 155 
2.1.2 The	  central	  age	  and	  age	  dispersion	  156 
In detrital samples, it is rare that the grains will represent a common age unless they have 157 
been heated during burial; low χ2	  values (<5%) and large grain age dispersion are used to 158 
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justify more sophisticated analysis. The central age (Galbraith and Laslett, 1993) generalizes 159 
the pooled age by relaxing the assumption that all of the grains come from a single true age 160 
with no variance (i.e. 𝜌!/𝜌! = constant). The central age uses a random effects model where 161 log(𝜌!/𝜌!) is drawn from a normal distribution. The population mean of log(𝜌!/𝜌!) is referred 162 
to as the central age and the standard deviation of the distribution, 𝜎 is the age dispersion 163 
(e.g. Galbraith, 2005). The central age is of limited use when the detrital sample is composed 164 
of distinctly different components. 165 
2.1.3 Component	  age	  populations	  166 
Equation (1) can be used in conjunction with an appropriate inversion scheme to find a 167 
parsimonious set of closure age populations, 𝑃! that explain the observed variance in the 168 
individual grain ages (Brandon, 1992; 2002; Galbraith, 1988; Galbraith and Green, 1990; 169 
Galbraith and Laslett, 1993). These principal age components, especially the youngest 𝑃! 170 
component, are frequently used to interpret the exhumation of the source area using the ‘lag-171 
time’ concept, ultimately used to interpret tectonic and climatic controls on past erosion rates.   172 
 173 
The difference between a population age and its stratigraphic age is termed the ‘lag-time’; 174 
when the estimated depth to the closure isotherm is divided by the lag-time, it yields an 175 
exhumation rate at the time of sediment deposition (Bernet et al., 2001; Garver et al., 1999; 176 
Garver and Brandon, 1994). Hence, the evolution of lag-times through a sedimentary 177 
succession sourced from a mountain range, yields information on changing exhumation rates 178 
(e.g. Bernet and Garver, 2005). However, the ability to identify unbiased representative age 179 
population(s) from the sample is a necessary pre-requisite for defining comparable lag-times. 180 
 181 
Further, fitting an integer number of populations to what is often a relatively continuous 182 
distribution of individual grain ages introduces undesirable thresholds into the analysis (e.g., 183 
Vermeesch, 2007). There will be systematic shifts in the population ages when the number of 184 
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populations change, as resolution thresholds are crossed. This paper will examine the 185 
consequences of this on the interpretation of DFT data. 186 
 187 
Figure 1 Flow chart of the bootstrap method for quantifying bias and uncertainty in the inverse age 188 
modelling of detrital fission track samples. The motivation is to generate synthetic detrital samples using 189 
known closure age models and explore how well different inversion schemes recover key attributes of the 190 
original closure age models. In addition to varying the closure age model, we also explore the impact of 191 
detrital samples consisting of different numbers of grains and with different uranium content. 192 
3 Quantifying Uncertainty and Bias using the Monte-Carlo 193 
Bootstrap 194 
The basis of the bootstrap method (Figure 1) is to (i) forward model a synthetic detrital fission 195 
track sample using a known closure age model and (ii) invert the resulting dataset to quantify 196 
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how well we can recover information about the original closure age model. By repeating this 197 
many times for the same age distribution, we identify systematic bias and determine 198 
uncertainty as a result of: 1) stochastic uncertainty on the number of observed tracks and, 2) 199 
fundamental limitations in the inversion scheme. By systematically sweeping through a range 200 
of closure ages, we map how uncertainty and bias vary through a detrital record. 201 
 202 
3.1.1 Part	  1:	  Grain	  Data	  (Fig.	  1)	  	  203 
A detrital sample is composed of a number of grains, each of which has been analysed to 204 
determine an induced track density as a proxy for its uranium content. The grain specific 205 
uranium concentration limits the rate at which fission tracks can spontaneously decay and 206 
hence affects the quality of that grain as a chronometer. Empirically, the uranium content of 207 
grains in a detrital sample is over-dispersed (e.g. Figure 2), it would be erroneous to assume 208 
an average concentration. By using a measured set of induced tracks, 𝑁!,! as the input to the 209 
analysis, we can quantify sample specific bias and uncertainty.  210 
 211 
Figure 2 Histogram showing the number of induced tracks in an Alpine detrital sample using a 5-track 212 
bin-width. This set of 51 values is used in our initial analysis. These values are given in the supplemental 213 
material. 214 
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3.1.2 Part	  2:	  Closure	  Age	  Model	  215 
The closure age model is used to probabilistically assign a closure age to each grain in a 216 
synthetic detrital sample. It is a simplified model for hypothetical true closure ages based on 217 
the geological history. This is in contrast to the inverted ages derived from a statistical 218 
analysis of a set of grain ages, which might not be able to resolve the true closure ages in 219 
practice. The functional form of the closure age model (i.e. it’s general shape) is a subjective 220 
choice, and is informed by the geological scenarios we wish to compare.  221 
 222 
For example, in this paper we focus on discrete closure age models that consist of a set of 𝑛 223 
discrete closure ages 𝐴!,𝐴!,…𝐴!,   each with an associated probability that describes the 224 
proportion of grains in the bulk sample of that age 𝜋!,𝜋!,… 𝜋!. Since these probabilities must 225 
sum to 1, there are 𝑛 − 1  independent probabilities. For the examples in this paper 226 
equipartition is assumed such that 𝜋! = 𝜋! = ⋯ = 𝜋!. So for 2 closure ages, there is a 50:50 227 
split and for 3 closure ages the probability for any single component is 1/3. We will explore 228 
when population modelling cannot resolve the correct number of age components and 229 
quantify the impact of this on P1 age bias.  230 
 231 
As an alternative example, we could choose a continuous distribution if we wanted to 232 
understand how informative population modelling is when detrital samples are derived from 233 
the convolution of hypsometry and an age-elevation profile. 234 
 235 
As well as choosing the structure of the closure age model, we must also define ranges for 236 
the parameters in the closure age model. A pragmatic choice ensures that the model can 237 
explore over the range between the youngest and oldest grain ages in a fairly uniform 238 
manner. 239 
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3.1.3 Part	  3:	  Forward	  Modelling	  a	  Synthetic	  Detrital	  Sample	  	  240 
The forward model probabilistically assigns a closure age to each grain 𝜏!!"#$, and rearranges 241 
the fission track age equation (Eqn 1) to calculates the average expected number of 242 
spontaneous tracks for each grain 𝜆!,!, 243 
 𝜆!,! = !!,!!!! exp 𝜏!!"#$   𝜆!!"# − 1  244 
 245 
Note that the mean expected number need not be an integer since it is the value measured 246 
on average if many replicates were available. However, measurements of 𝑁!,! are integer 247 
counts, thus the observed number of spontaneous tracks 𝑁!,! on each grain is a Poisson 248 
distributed random variable with the mean expected number of tracks being 𝜆!,!, 249 
 𝑁!,! = 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠(𝜆!,!) 250 
Where there are short lag-times and/or where there are low track counts, the Poisson errors 251 
may lead to a significant number of grain ages that are younger than the depositional age. 252 
Thus, each synthetic detrital sample consists of a set of 𝑁!,! and 𝑁!,! for 𝑢 = 1, 𝑛 grains, and 253 
using a specified 𝜁 calibration; this is equivalent to the data that would be measured in a real 254 
detrital study. In addition, we know the true set of closure ages used to generate the 255 
synthetic data, 𝐴!,𝐴!,…𝐴!, the probabilities with which they are assigned 𝜋!,𝜋!,… 𝜋! and 256 
how they are assigned to the grains. 257 
3.1.4 Part	  4:	  Inverse	  Model	  the	  Synthetic	  Grain	  Data	  	  258 
A perfect inverse model would be able to take the detrital data and uniquely determine 259 
everything about the closure age history experienced by the grains in the sample; in practice 260 
this is not possible. The nature of the bias and uncertainty introduced during the inverse 261 
modelling is dependent upon the data quality, the nature of the features we want to resolve, 262 
the complexity of the true closure age distributions, and the statistical methods chosen to 263 
extract the relevant metrics. 264 
 265 
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In addition to choosing a statistical model (e.g. the population modelling or minimum age 266 
modelling), we also require a method to optimise the parameters for that model (e.g. 267 
Expectation Maximisation or Markov Chain Monte Carlo) and a statistical measure of 268 
parsimony to discriminate between competing models (e.g. ΔBIC, F-test). 269 
 270 
 We use the expectation maximisation method (See Supplemental Material) which estimates 271 
the maximum log likelihood, ℒ!"#, for each set of synthetic data. An ensemble approach is 272 
used to reduce the risk of finding a local minima; this automation was necessary as we have 273 
typically analysed ~500,000 synthetic samples for each of the result summaries. Our 274 
conclusions are independent of the choice of algorithm applied to maximize likelihood, 275 
provided we are close to the global minimum; rather the functional form of likelihood function 276 
itself is critiqued. Put simply, the limits of what the likelihood function is capable of resolving 277 
when inverting for component closure ages in detrital FT samples is explored. 278 
 279 
Once we have maximized the likelihood to find a best fitting set of parameters for competing 280 
models, we need a way to choose which of the models we prefer, e.g. how many peaks are 281 
fitted. Often, a statistical measure of parsimony is applied using either an F-test or applying a 282 
Bayesian method such as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978). These 283 
criteria overcome the problem of over-fitting the data by penalizing the quality of the fit as a 284 
function of the number of parameters used in each model and the number of observations 285 
being considered.  286 
 287 
In the case of fitting multiple populations, the number of free parameters changes with the 288 
number of populations. For a single discrete age, only one parameter is needed, i.e. the 𝑃! 289 
age. For more populations additional information is required for each peak, in particular an 290 
occupation probability 𝜋! , which is the proportion of grains that are included in the 291 
corresponding peak 𝑃!. Since these probabilities must sum to 1 the number of independent 292 
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parameters for a 𝑘-age population model is 𝑝 = 1 + 2(𝑘 − 1). Knowledge of the geological 293 
context has been used to constrain 𝑘, or at least provide a minimum value (e.g. Kirstein et 294 
al., 2010). In practice, it is challenging to constrain the number of populations in advance of 295 
the analysis without biasing the interpretation.  296 
3.1.5 Part	  5:	  Analysis	  297 
Once 100 replicates have been generated for each set of closure age parameters, the 298 
inverted age distributions can be compared with the true closure age model parameters to 299 
assess systematic bias and quantify uncertainty. For example, as part of the assessment for 300 
population modelling of peaked closure age models, it should be considered whether the 301 
number of populations in the inverted solution is the same as the number specified when 302 
creating the sample. When using population modelling, it should be asked whether there is a 303 
systematic difference between the 𝑃! age and the known youngest closure age. Similarly, 304 
when doing minimum age modelling, do systematic differences exist between the inverted 305 
minimum age and the youngest age specified in the closure age model? 306 
 307 
4 Results using Discrete Closure Age Models 308 
We determine what closure age models are resolvable in principle using population 309 
modelling for a specific detrital sample. By specific, we mean a finite set of 𝑛 grains with 310 
some measured uranium content, likely determined through the external detector method. 311 
 312 
When discussing the results, the term “closure age” is reserved to refer to the ages that are 313 
probabilistically assigned when generating the synthetic track data; in this sense, they are 314 
the “true” ages on which the synthetic data are conditioned. Age “populations” are used to 315 
refer to the inverted ages in the parsimonious model. When the inversion algorithm works 316 
well, the latter will be an unbiased estimate of the former. However, this is not always the 317 
case, and we quantify this bias using synthetic closure age models where everything is 318 
known.  319 
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 320 
Firstly, we need assign the grain data. Since 𝑁! is over dispersed, we pragmatically choose 321 
to use the measured set of 51 𝑁! presented in Figure 2 since this is representative of the 322 
range of 𝑁! we might find in a real sample. For the examples where the number of 𝑁!   is 323 
increased this original set is duplicated; thus our samples contain either 51 or 102 grains.  324 
 325 
As described above (Fig. 1), each grain, 𝑢 is randomly assigned a true closure age (𝜏!!"#$) 326 
from a set of discrete closure ages (𝐴!) to create a synthetic DFT sample. We then invert the 327 
sample using the population model and apply the BIC to identify the statistically 328 
parsimonious number of age components. These inverted age populations, 𝑃!  are then 329 
compared with the closure ages, 𝐴!, to look for systematic biases. 330 
 331 
 332 
Figure 3 Cartoon illustrating the relation between the true closure ages (𝑨𝒊) and inverted grain-age 333 
populations (𝑷𝒋) for a synthetic sample conditioned on 2 discrete closure ages. In scenario (A) the age 334 
difference 𝚫𝑨𝟏𝟐 is too small for the inversion scheme to resolve the 2 components and the single 𝑷𝟏 age 335 
model is preferred. In scenario (B) the age difference 𝚫𝑨𝟏𝟐 is large enough for the inversion scheme to 336 
resolve 2 component ages with corresponding age estimates 𝑷𝟏 and 𝑷𝟐. 337 
 338 
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4.1 Bimodal	  Synthetic	  with	  2	  true	  closure	  ages	  339 
The simplest non-trivial closure age model has 2 discrete closure ages 𝐴! and 𝐴!, where the 340 
difference between the ages is Δ𝐴!". In principle, the population modelling should perform 341 
well on this type of sample since the closure age model is functionally similar to the 342 
population model being fitting, i.e. both consist of a low number of discrete ages. However, 343 
the inversion scheme will find it harder to resolve closure ages when Δ𝐴!" is small (Fig. 344 
3Figure 3). We explore how the ability to resolve 2 populations varies as a function of 𝐴! and 345 𝐴!.   346 
 347 
The preference for the statistically parsimonious solution to contain 1 or 2 component 348 
populations as a function of 𝐴! and 𝐴! is shown in Figure 4. The x-axis shows the youngest 349 
closure age, 𝐴!, which is varied from 1 Ma to 120 Ma in 1-Ma increments. Figure 4(a,b) show 350 
the second closure age, 𝐴! on the vertical axis. The diagonal trend is removed from these 351 
figures by plotting the relative age of the second component (i.e. Δ𝐴!" = 𝐴! − 𝐴!) rather than 352 
the absolute value, which makes the plots easier to visualise. This relative age is plotted on 353 
the y-axis of Figure 4(c,d) and is varied across the range Δ𝐴!"= 1 Ma to 40 Ma in 1-Ma 354 
increments. Each cell on the plot corresponds to the number of component populations 355 
averaged over 100 synthetic samples; green indicates preference for 2 components, red for 356 
one component with the transition region where counting errors in the track counts lead to 357 
variability in the preferred model. Figure 4 (a,c) used 51 grains and (b,d) used 102 grains in 358 
each sample. For these examples, the inversion scheme never preferred an age model with 359 
more than 2 populations.  360 
 361 
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362 
Figure 4 Image maps showing the preference for 1 (region (A) in red) or 2 (region (B) in green) component 363 
populations as a function of the true closure ages, 𝑨𝟏 and 𝑨𝟐. (a) and (b) plot the true closure ages on the 364 
x and y-axes and each point represents the proportion of 2 peak solutions averaged over 100 synthetic 365 
samples. (c) and (d) show the 𝑨𝟏 closure age on the lower axis and the relative difference to 𝑨𝟐 from 𝑨𝟏 366 
age on the y axis; this format makes the plots significantly clearer and will be used in the rest of the 367 
paper. The wiggly black line shows the 50% contour,  i.e. where there is an equal preference for 1 and 2 368 
component solutions. The solid black straight line is a regression of the linear portion of this boundary. 369 
Increasing the number of grains increases the ability of the inversion to resolve the correct number of 370 
populations, but the difference is relatively small compared to the absolute ages. The black dashed line 371 
shows a 1:1 age line for reference. The ages derived from the models in (d) are analysed in Figure 5. 372 
As an example of how to interpret this plot, consider the 102-grain case in the right hand 373 
column. At 𝐴! = 1  Ma we can resolve closure ages that are separated by a few million years 374 
(Figure 4d). However, for 𝐴! = 55  Ma the age difference required to resolve the closure ages 375 
needs to be closer to 20 Ma. The older samples require larger absolute age differences in 376 
order for them to be resolved. 377 
 378 
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The first order observations are:  379 
(i) The ability to distinguish separate closure age components decreases as the absolute 380 
grain ages increase. 381 
(ii) The line separating the one and two component population solutions is roughly linear for 382 𝐴! > 25 Ma for the examples shown. 383 
(iii) For 𝐴! < 25 Ma, we can resolve populations at shorter lags than this linear trend would 384 
predict. 385 
(ii) Increasing the number of grains in a sample allows us to resolve smaller closure age 386 
differences, although this tends to a finite limit. 387 
 388 
When real datasets are analysed it is commonly assumed that the 𝑃!  population is an 389 
unbiased estimate of the youngest true closure age 𝐴!; in Figure 5 we examine whether this 390 
is a good assumption for the 102 grain case (Figure 4d). As for Figure 4, each cell is a 391 
summary statistic taken from the 100 model runs using that pair of closure ages. The left-392 
hand column shows a summary of the all the 𝑃! population ages irrespective of whether a 1- 393 
or 2-component model is preferred; this is done because in real data we would not know how 394 
many true components there are, we would just take the 𝑃! ages and continue the analysis. 395 
The right hand column summarises the 𝑃! ages; these only exist when the 2-component 396 
models are preferred, which explains the lack of data in the lower right region of the graph 397 
where only a single population is chosen. 398 
 399 
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 400 
Figure 5 Analysis of the age populations associated with the preferred solutions of the bimodal closure 401 
age synthetics. This figure builds on the bimodal model presented in Figure 4d by presenting the 402 
corresponding 𝑷𝟏 and 𝑷𝟐 population age data. (a) and (b) show the median of the 100 inverted 𝑷𝟏 and 𝑷𝟐 403 
ages for each age combination. The black line shows the boundary between preference for the 1 and 2 404 
component population models derived from Figure 4. The standard deviation for the 100 ages is 405 
presented in (c) and (d) for the 𝑷𝟏 and 𝑷𝟐 ages. The uncertainty in 𝑷𝟏 ages increases about the boundary 406 
between the preference for 1 and 2 solutions. Due to the large range in median ages, it is easier to identify 407 
bias by plotting the population age anomaly, in (e) and (f), which is the difference between the median 408 
population age and the corresponding closure age used to generate the synthetic dataset. The 𝑷𝟏 age 409 
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anomaly shows a system step for unbiased ages in domain (B) where 2 populations are preferred to 410 
systematically older ages in domain (A) where 1 population solutions are preferred. 411 
Figure 5(a,b) shows the median age of each population, 𝑃!(𝐴!,𝐴!) in the 100 synthetic 412 
samples; as one would expect, to a first order, the inverted populations ages (𝑃!,𝑃!) scale 413 
with 𝐴! and 𝐴!. We choose the median age as it is not strongly influenced by outliers. Figure 414 
5(c,d) shows the standard deviation of the population ages; the 𝑃! component has a high 415 
standard deviation near the transition from 1 to 2 populations. The high standard deviation 416 
reflects the mixing of 1- and 2-age component populations in the inverted ages. In contrast, 417 
the spread in 𝑃!  is relatively constant throughout since there is, by definition, only a 𝑃! 418 
component for the 2-component population model. 419 
 420 
Figure 5(e,f) shows the population age anomaly (i.e. the median population age minus the 421 
true age on which the synthetic samples are conditioned, 𝑃! − 𝐴! ), which should be 422 
approximately zero where the age populations are unbiased estimates of the closure ages 423 
(pale colours). The anomaly plots easily identify bias in population age modelling; they show 424 
similar information Figure 5(a,b), but the colour scale is more sensitive when showing relative 425 
age differences. Orange indicates that the component population is older than the closure 426 
age on which it was conditioned; Blue indicates that the component population is younger 427 
than corresponding closure age.  428 
 429 
In Figure 5(f), when 𝑘 = 2, the 𝑃! age is an unbiased measure of 𝐴!. In part (e), in the region 430 
where 𝑘 = 2, 𝑃! is an unbiased measure of 𝐴!; however, in the region where the method 431 
resolves a single population (𝑘 = 1 models) 𝑃! is systematically older than 𝐴!. In fact, when 432 𝑘 = 1, 𝑃! is an estimate of the central age of the bulk sample. 433 
 434 
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In summary, when the inversion scheme picks the wrong number of components it 435 
introduces systematic errors in the 𝑃! estimate of 𝐴!. We now consider how propagating this 436 
leads to biased interpretation. 437 
4.2 Lag-­‐time	  plots	  and	  population	  modelling	  438 
Consider the idealised scenario of a single catchment that contains a significant structure, 439 
across which there is a change in the long-term erosion rate (e.g. Figure 6a) such that the 440 
difference in the lag times has been sustained at 10 Myr. For simplicity, assume that the 441 
sediment fluxes from these 2 regions mix in a 50:50 ratio. Thus the true closure ages of 442 
these 2 regions are plotted in Figure 6b. However, we have shown that the resolution of the 443 
population modelling reduces with the sample age, hence, in practice we will not be able to 444 
recover both true ages for older samples (Figure 6c).   445 
 446 
We can start to see the impact of such a scenario, for a difference in closure ages of 447 Δ𝐴!" = 10 Ma, by following the blue line on Figure 5(e). For young 𝐴!, 𝑃! is a good estimate 448 
of the closure age of the faster eroding catchment and 𝑃! is a good estimate of 𝐴!.  449 
 450 
If the depositional age of the sample can be dated reasonably accurately, and independently 451 
of the DFT method, a lag-time plot can be constructed to investigate changes in lag-time. 452 
Each point in Figure 5(e) summarised the results of 100 synthetic samples, for the lag-time 453 
plot (Fig. 7Figure 7) we randomly draw a single 𝑃! age at each point along the blue line in 1 454 
Myr intervals. Further, we assume it takes 1 Myr to go from passing through the closure 455 
temperature to being deposited in its modern stratigraphic position, though this assumption 456 
can be relaxed in practice.  457 
 458 
The lag-time plot (Figure 7) shows a change in lag-time from ~3  Myr at young stratigraphic 459 
ages (for  𝐴! < 9  Ma  ) to ~8  Myr at older stratigraphic ages (𝐴! > 21  Ma) despite there being 460 
no change in lag-time in the true closure age models. This change in the lag-time could 461 
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falsely lead to an interpretation of a reduction in erosion rates during the period ~𝑐𝑎. 22 −462 10  Ma. The sharpness of this transition will be dependent upon the sampling density across 463 
the transition region; if there are only a few measurements across this window, as is more 464 
typical of real samples, the transition may appear sharp when in fact it is not. 465 
 466 
Figure 6 Cartoon illustration of how we might construct an analysis motivated by a simple geological 467 
model. (a) A catchment contains a significant structure, across which there is a change in the long-term 468 
erosion rate. The erosion rates translate into 2 different lag time of a 3Myr and 13Myr to deposition. We 469 
consider what the modelled thermochronometric ages might look like as a function of the stratigraphic 470 
age of the sample. (b) The ‘true’ closure ages are the lags experienced by the detrital samples – hence 471 
there are 2 independent sources represented at each stratigraphic age. Solid squares show the 3Myr lag 472 
and solid circles the 13Myr lag. (c) However, we have shown that the resolution of the detrital fission 473 
track methods reduces for older samples, so at some point we lose the ability to resolve both populations 474 
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when using a population modelling approach. This loss of resolution is indicated by the transition from 475 
filled symbols to a central age shown with the hollow circle. Where this transition occurs in practice will 476 
be a function of the number of grains, the amount of uranium, the difference in the true ages as well as a 477 
random component derived from counting errors. 478 
The origin of this artefact is clear; a systematic change in the number of populations that can 479 
be resolved by the population modelling results in a systematic change in the age of the 𝑃! 480 
population (Figure 5e and 6c).  481 
 482 
A simple check on whether changes in the number of populations can explain apparent 483 
trends in the lag-time plots, is to plot the number of populations as the symbol in the lag-time 484 
plot (e.g. Figure 7) since this information is already available during the standard analysis. 485 
This shows that the change in 𝑃!  age is associated with a change in the number of 486 
component populations and could therefore be an artefact associated with changing 487 
resolution. This plot also highlights how broad the transition region is and prompts questions 488 
as to whether fluctuations over this ~12  Myr period are explainable in terms of geology rather 489 
than statistical fluctuations derived from the inversion process. Whether there is sufficient 490 
data to resolve the breadth of the transition region depends upon the stratigraphic sampling 491 
density; low sampling may make a transition appear sharper than it really is. 492 
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 493 
Figure 7 Lag-time plot for the bimodal closure-age model where the synthetic age model is conditioned 494 
with a constant age difference of 𝚫𝑨𝟏𝟐 = 𝟏𝟎 Ma. The symbols are randomly chosen youngest ages from 495 
each set of 100 synthetic models; the black squares indicate that the chosen age was a 𝑷𝟏 age within a 2 496 
population model; the hollow circles indicate that the preferred solution was a single central age. The 497 
green line shows the median of the 100 youngest ages. The red line shows the depositional age, the true 498 
closure ages must be older than this. The dashed black lines show age lags at 1, 2, 5 and 10 Myr behind 499 
the depositional age. At young depositional ages, the 𝑷𝟏 is a reasonable estimate of the true closure age 500 
which is at a lag of 3Myr. At ages older than ~22Ma, we systematically get ages ~8Myr older than the 501 
depositional age. There is a sharp transition in the median age from the 𝑨𝟏  to the pooled age at 502 
stratigraphic ages of ~15Ma. This plot shows that plotting the number of components in the preferred age 503 
model on a lag plot can be useful in identifying whether a change in lag is due to a change in the 504 
resolution of the inversion method. 505 
5 Case Study: Karnali Apatite FT (AFT) data 506 
To make the studies relevant to real data requires the synthetics to be calibrated against the 507 
properties of the dataset under consideration. For example, the synthetics should be 508 
conditioned on the measured induced track data. In this case study, we demonstrate how to 509 
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interrogate a detrital apatite fission-track dataset in order to test whether a specific 510 
interpretation is robust. 511 
 512 
We consider a detrital AFT dataset from van der Beek et al. (2006). The samples come from 513 
a Mio-Pliocene (<15 Ma) series of detrital sediments (Siwalik group) collected in the Karnali 514 
River section, western Nepal, and record the denudation history of the central Himalaya 515 
during that time interval. Van der Beek et al. (2006) found that multiple age population 516 
models were preferred for the younger samples (depositional age <6.5 Ma), for which they 517 
reported 𝑃! ages, whereas only a single age population could be determined for the older 518 
samples, hence they reported central ages for these. The relevant Karnali data are replotted 519 
in Figure 8. The central ages of all 7 samples are plotted as hollow circles. For the 4 samples 520 
with multiple age populations we have plotted the 𝑃! as filled squares, 𝑃! as filled circles, 𝑃! 521 
as filled triangles; they are coloured by sample number.  Following what we have learnt from 522 
the synthetic modelling of lag-time plots, we will test the hypothesis that there is insufficient 523 
resolution for the population modelling to resolve multiple populations for the older samples.  524 
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(a) 525 
  526 
(b)  527 
Figure 8 Summary of the un-reset Karnali detrital AFT dataset (Van Der Beek et al., 2006). (a) shows the 528 
Karnali data as represented in Figure 8 of the original paper. The younger 4 ages (filled symbols) are 𝑷𝟏 529 
ages and the hollow circles are central ages for the older samples where the parsimonious model only 530 
contained a single component. These data appear to show an apparent change in lag at ~6.3Ma, which is 531 
coincident with where the number of populations change. (b) All of the population components for the 532 
younger 4 samples (filled symbols) and the central ages for all of the samples (hollow circles) are plotted. 533 
The extrapolated ranges of where we would expect to see the 𝑷𝟏 and 𝑷𝟐 components to lie have been 534 
added for the older samples (horizontal lines, see text for detail).  535 
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(a) Young samples with multiple component ages 536 
 537 
(b) Old samples with a single pooled age 538 
 539 
Table 1 These tables show the Karnali age data for (a) the young samples with at  least 2  ages in the 540 
preferred closure age model and (b) the older samples where the preferred solutions contain only a single 541 
central age. This data is to be used to test the hypothesis that there is insufficient resolution in the 542 
population age modelling method to resolve more than 1 component in the second set of samples purely 543 
because they are stratigraphically older. To do this we need to extrapolate the P1 and P2 population ages 544 
from the younger samples to the older stratigraphic ages. First, the P1 age in the older samples can be 545 
estimated using the range of age differences between the P1 and central ages in the young samples and 546 
subtracting these differences from the central ages of the old samples (See bold red values in (b)). Then 547 
we can estimate the P2 ages in the older samples by finding the range over which the difference between 548 
P1 and P2 varies in the younger samples (See bold red values in (a)). These values have been added to 549 
Figure 8. 550 
First, we require a method for finding reasonable estimates of where the 𝐴! and 𝐴! ages 551 
would lie for the three older Karnali samples. To do this we must make the assumption that 552 
the population ages are informative about the true closure ages; we discuss this assumption 553 
later. Our estimates are shown as horizontal bars in Figure 8 based on the following 554 
reasoning. For the younger samples, we know the central age as well as the 𝑃! and 𝑃! 555 
population ages. By comparing the 𝑃!  ages with the central ages, we can see that the 556 
smallest difference is 1  Myr and the greatest difference is 1.9 Myr. Our estimates of the 𝐴! 557 
age for the older samples is just their central ages minus 1.0 Myr for the upper limit and 1.9 558 
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Myr for the lower limit. By comparing the 𝑃! and 𝑃! ages for the younger samples, we can 559 
find the typical range for 𝛥𝑃!"; the smallest difference is 3.2 Myr and the largest 7.3 Myr. We 560 
assume that 𝛥𝐴!" ≈ 𝛥𝑃!". We choose to use ranges as these will be easy for us to plot in a 561 
transparent manner whereas extrapolating a regression of the 𝑃! ages would be associated 562 
with significant uncertainty as the 𝑃! ages are quite variable. 563 
 564 
Secondly, we need to generate the bootstrapped age models presented in the previous 565 
sections (Figures 4-5), but calibrated to each of the 3 older Karnali samples. Since these 566 
samples underwent the same analytic process, the main difference between the samples is 567 
the number of grains analysed and their uranium content. We perform the bootstrap in the 568 
same way as before using a bimodal closure age model. In Figure 9 the preference for 1 or 2 569 
peak solutions is plotted as a function of the 2 closure ages (See Supplemental Material for 570 
the full age analysis). 571 
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 572 
Figure 9 Bootstrapped bimodal closure age models calibrated to the 3 oldest Karnali samples; red 573 
indicates a strong preference for single age components in the population modelling and green for 2 574 
components. The vertical bars (purple) show the estimated range for the P1 closure ages and the 575 
horizontal bars (blue) show the range for the difference between the youngest and oldest ages based on 576 
the data where at least 2 populations are resolved (See Table 1). These figures show that KA36 and 577 
KAR11 have a strong preference for single age models and that KA34 has weak preference for bimodal 578 
ages but is still consistent with observing a single age model ~40% of the time.   579 
On these figures we have added our estimates for 𝐴! and 𝛥𝐴!" as vertical and horizontal 580 
bars respectively. The KA36 and KAR11 samples have a very strong preference for single 581 
population solutions and the preference in KA34 is greater than 40% (Figure 9) despite the 582 
true closure age distribution being bimodal. Thus we cannot reject the geologically simpler 583 
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hypothesis that there has not been a real change in the denudational regime; it can be 584 
explained purely in terms of a change in resolution of the data analysis method. 585 
 586 
Note that we cannot say that the modelled populations of the younger samples correspond to 587 
the true underlying distributions. Yet, our analysis is not contingent on this as long as we are 588 
testing a more specific hypothesis – namely whether the apparent change in lag-time would 589 
be resolvable in principle. Whilst we cannot test the properties of the ‘true’ closure age 590 
models as they are unknown in real data, we can probe the ability of the analysis methods to 591 
resolve specific features. 592 
 593 
There are other features we could have chosen to analyse, e.g. the youngest sample 594 
contains three populations and is the only sample to do so. We could have tested the 595 
hypothesis that none of the older samples have the resolution to resolve 3 populations.  596 
 597 
The bootstrap analysis alone does not provide the full solution regarding how to better 598 
interpret detrital FT data. What is important is that we set well-defined, testable hypotheses 599 
that explore potential limitations of datasets within the geological context in which they are 600 
interpreted.  601 
6 Discussion  602 
This study starts to address problems that are known to exist with common practice in the 603 
analysis of detrital fission track data. For example, Galbraith (2005) points out that “A finite 604 
mixture model is sometimes reasonable in fission-track dating applications when not all 605 
grains have the same true age,” and goes on to say “However, it will not always be an 606 
appropriate model…for heterogeneous ages,” and that “the mixing ages may sometimes 607 
have a rather artificial meaning.” These points are well recognized in the community, yet 608 
largely ignored when interpreting data since there have been few frameworks with which to 609 
probe the uniqueness of specific interpretations.  610 
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 611 
The workflow of many previous studies is to use exhumation scenarios in conjunction with 612 
thermal modelling to derive the true closure ages that bedrock and detrital grains would have 613 
plausibly experienced (e.g. Bernet and Garver, 2005). These modelled true closure ages are 614 
then compared with, for example, the 𝑃! ages derived from detrital samples. This misses an 615 
important step – these forward models did not model observable population ages given some 616 
set of true closure ages. 617 
 618 
The bootstrapping of simple, known closure-age models allows us to test hypotheses about 619 
whether interpretations are robust. Using a simple bimodal closure-age model, we have 620 
shown that statistical artefacts arise in the population modelling that produce apparent 621 
changes in the 𝑃! age when there is no corresponding change in the real closure ages – we 622 
can and should routinely diagnose such effects if DFT is to be applied robustly.  623 
 624 
This methodology needs to be considered whatever age inversion algorithms are applied to 625 
help interpret detrital data; our intuitive understanding of the data is not yet sufficient to avoid 626 
this step. It is beyond the scope of a single paper to present an analysis of all possible 627 
models (e.g. minimum age) – but we can summarise our wider findings in that all inversion 628 
methods have limitations and assumptions, which produce artefacts that can lead to poor 629 
interpretation. 630 
 631 
Further, this analysis allows us to explain why changes in lag-time in detrital AFT data do not 632 
necessarily coincide with changes in detrital zircon FT datasets (c.f. Bernet et al., 2006; van 633 
der Beek et al., 2006). Since the parameters in the zircon age modelling are different the 634 
resolution thresholds will occur at different times and we would expect predictable 635 
differences in where lag changes will occur. In particular, the better resolution permitted by 636 
detrital zircon FT analysis (due to generally higher 𝑁! and 𝑁! counts, would allow zircon data 637 
to better resolve multiple populations for older depositional ages. As an example, detrital 638 
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zircon FT data from the same samples as those analysed by van der Beek et al. (2006) 639 
resolve 2 age peaks throughout the succession, and resolve 3 age peaks for samples with 640 
depositional ages <12 Ma (Bernet et al., 2006). 641 
 642 
There is a subtle but important distinction between the concepts of statistical and geological 643 
parsimony. Models are often justified using statistical parsimony, which seeks to explain the 644 
variance in a dataset with a small number of model parameters; less variance generally only 645 
supporting a simpler model. Geological parsimony is more generic but could include 646 
concepts such as a geological interpretation requiring a constant lag-time is simpler than one 647 
where some external forcing is required to explain a change in lag-time. Tests such as the 648 
BIC only attempt to judge using statistical parsimony so caution should be exerted in how to 649 
interpret data when a simpler geological model provides a marginally worse statistical 650 
explanation of the data. Fundamentally, the tools to trade off statistical and geological 651 
parsimony in a routine manner do not exist. 652 
7 Conclusions 653 
Through the application of the Monte-Carlo bootstrap method, we have demonstrated that it 654 
is possible to quantify systematic bias and uncertainty in detrital fission track modelling. 655 
Understanding these sources of bias is essential if methodologies for rigorously interpreting 656 
detrital fission-track data to understand geological process and history are to be developed.  657 
 658 
Computationally bootstrapping the behaviour of synthetic DFT samples based on real FT 659 
data is an efficient way to improve the interpretation of FT ages and should be a routine part 660 
of DFT modelling in order to identify and avoid interpretations that emerge from modelling 661 
artefacts. For example, to avoid interpreting changes in 𝑃!  ages as being geologically 662 
meaningful in the case where they coincide with statistical artefacts. Through the use of 663 
synthetic examples, we have conclusively demonstrated examples of how these artefacts 664 
may arise. In the example of the DFT analysis of the Karnali section in Nepal (van der Beek 665 
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et al., 2006), we can demonstrate that the apparent decrease in lag-times around 6 Ma can 666 
equally be interpreted as a bias in the identification of age populations from older to younger 667 
stratigraphic ages. 668 
 669 
In comparison to the effort involved in collecting, preparing and analysing DFT samples, this 670 
is a fairly painless additional step in the procedure. Given the growing importance being 671 
attributed to the interpretation of detrital FT data for inferring climatic and tectonic changes, it 672 
is essential that the interpretation of other previous studies are revisited and that the 673 
concepts and tools developed in this paper inform future experimental design. 674 
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